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           HURST GREEN NEWS 
FRIDAY 18th March 2022 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
Please can we ask that you use the parking bays and fill them first.  People are unable to use the spaces 
available if you park alongside the school building and by the railings.  We do not want to have to 
embarrass you by asking you to move and this should not be necessary.  
 
We are incredibly proud of the children who entered the Hastings Music Festival this week.  They were 
super nervous, but performed like absolute professionals.  The week has flown by and it feels as though 
spring is here.  Enjoy some sunshine this weekend. 
         Miss Flack 
 
Hastings Music Festival 
Six of my piano students took part in the Hastings Festival Piano 
Competitions on Monday.  They had each learnt two pieces to perform 
on the stage, how brave!  All children played beautifully, with confidence 
and lovely dynamics in their pieces.  Three children came first in the 
classes, with a special merit award, and three came fourth with a merit 
award in their classes.   I am extremely proud of them all and the 
adjudicator was full of praise for them – well done! 
        Mrs Ham 
 
Collective worship - Forgiveness 
We heard the story of John Newton who wrote the hymn ‘Amazing Grace’.  John was raised in a Christian 
family, however, in early adulthood he turned his back on everything he had been taught and was reckless 
and troubled.  He was at sea from a young age and survived a terrible storm during which time he 
reconsidered his past and his future.  God watched over him during his difficult years and welcomed him 
back when he asked for forgiveness.  John eventually became a clergyman.    
 
 

Wheelbarrow thanks 
Mr Hirst appeared at the window with a wheelbarrow for Mrs Thornton’s gardening club – 
THANK YOU! 
 

 
Willow Parents 
Just a reminder that your parent appointments are on Monday and Wednesday – should you need 
reminding of the time, call Mrs Fountain or pop in to the office. 
 
 
Secret Gift room 
Remember to return slips on Monday – final call!  We are going to be doing this throughout next week. 

http://www.hurstgreen.e-sussex.sch.uk/


 
 
 
 
 
Little Acorns 
We are very happy to be back and to see the children – thank you for all the kind messages we have received.  
We will be learning all about Spring with the children throughout next week. 
 
Willow 
We have been learning about 2D shapes, learning their properties and using them to make patterns. We learnt 
about Good Friday in our RE lesson and the significance of the hot cross bun - we were also very lucky and got 
to try some hot cross buns! In English we started 'Ronald the Rhino' and did lots of work on rhyming words. We 
have had lots of fun in the mud kitchen, writing our own recipes and then making our creations. We also found 
lots of worms and a centipede, which created lots of interest and questions.  
Head Teacher Award: Ida for being kind and a good friend to others.  
Reader of the week: Maddie 
 
Silver Birch 
This week we have been finding quarters and thirds of objects. We researched the food miles of the most 
popular foods we eat and wrote a fact find on all the different fruits and vegetables that are grown in our 
world. We used our magnifying glasses to search for signs of Spring and learned the photosynthesis process.   In 
Art, we have sculpted our block designs onto plasticine and they are ready for printing.  
Head Teacher Award Yr 1: Matthew for excellent fraction knowledge and great food facts in his fact file. 
Head Teacher Award Yr 2: Evie for a beautifully presented fact find. 
Reader of the week: Henry 
 
Chestnut 
This week, we made our own dream jars based on our independent writing. The children used a variety of 
materials to create their dream/light jar. We used multicoloured led light chains to bring the jars to life. 
In Maths we have worked on adding, subtracting and simplifying fractions. We used sweets and a variety of 
resources to help us do this.  In English, we are exploring the story ‘Wolves in the Walls’ by Neil Gaiman. We are 
working on deepening the moment by using fronted adverbials and dialogue.   
Head Teacher Award Yr 3: Jacob for his fantastic effort in writing. 
Head Teacher Award Yr 4: Lucas for working hard at his times tables. Keep up the good work! 
Reader of the week: Michaella 
 
Maple 
We have been writing very exciting dystopian thrillers: starting in a ruined classroom, the children have written 
adventures involving dramatic chase sequences and showdowns with an unknown enemy.  In Maths, we have 
put our knowledge of decimals to practical use, designing and running a sweet shop and creating an exercise 
trail by dividing the playground into tenths.  In French we tried a selection of biscuits that might be enjoyed for 
a 'goûter' (snack) on returning from school.  In Science, we learned about electrical conductors and insulators 
and were surprised to find out how conductive a pound coin is! 
Head Teacher Award Year 5: Holly, for an amazing adventure story. 
Reader of the week: Benjamin 
 
Oak 
In English, we have been writing newspaper reports linked to our class book 'Pig Heart Boy'. We have also been 
learning about the past and present progressive tenses.  In Maths, we have been concentrating on dividing and 
multiplying decimals.  We made electrical circuits in Science and used symbols to draw them. 
Head Teacher Award Yr 6: Henry for Science work. Henry wants to be an electrician and he worked hard at 
making circuits to power lights, buzzers and fans! 
Reader of the week: Lois 



 
 

RAISING MONEY FOR UKRAINE 
FRIDAY 25th MARCH 
 

Oak Class have decided to ask 
all children to come to school 
dressed in blue and yellow and 
to donate £1 each.  They are 
holding a cake sale too so if you 
would like to donate cakes, 
please bring them in on Friday 
morning for pick up time. 
 
 

 
 

Using oil pastels, we created these beautiful flowers inspired by artist Georgia O'Keeffe.  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


